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Perfect 
Partners
The Sydney Opera House is one of Australia’s great cultural 

icons and is recognised across the globe. As Maserati enters 

into a major partnership with the Sydney Opera House, Mark 

Calderwood  reflects on the history, landmark performances 

and events that have made this World Heritage-listed 

cultural arena a site of such national significance
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  It was an audacious remit and an ambitious 

vision for a nation struggling to emerge from the 

shadow of war and isolated by geography, and 

a bold declaration from a country determined 

to reject the stigma of parochialism, and 

be seen as every bit as sophisticated as its 

European and American allies.

 The idea had originated with composer 

Eugene Goossens, a towering figure in 

Australia’s cultural landscape who was 

conductor of the Sydney Symphony Orchestra 

and director of the New South Wales 

Conservatorium of Music. Goossens was struck 

I
n 1954, New South Wales Premier 

Joseph Cahill proposed a remarkable 

project: a cultural centre ‘for the 

expression of talent and the staging of the 

highest forms of artistic entertainment which 

add grace and charm to living, and which 

help to develop and mould a better, more 

enlightened community’. In early 1956, with 

Bennelong Point selected as the site, he 

announced an international competition for 

the National Opera House, inviting designs 

that would define the culture of a nation, ‘not 

only today but for hundreds of years’.
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by the enthusiasm for music and the arts he 

encountered, but frustrated by the lack of an 

adequate venue. He saw that a ‘centre for 

opera, ballet, theatre and concerts, keeping 

the community in touch with contemporary 

thought and feeling in music’ was needed. 

He was equally perplexed by Sydneysiders’ 

indifference to their superb harbour and saw 

it as the ideal place for a concert hall worthy of 

the city. Through the good offices of Charles 

Moses, another cultured Brit and Chairman 

of the ABC, Goossens brought these ideas to 

Cahill and spurred the government into action. 

 The design competition attracted 233 

entries, a sign of international excitement. 

It’s become something of a legend – albeit 

one probably close to the truth – that guest 

judge and eminent American architect Eero 

Saarinen pulled Jørn Utzon’s avant-garde 

design from a pile of discarded entries, 

declaring it the clear winner. The difficult brief 

calling for two halls – one large for concerts 

and opera, one smaller for drama and ballet 

– along with rehearsal space and restaurants 

had produced some lumpen designs. But 

Utzon’s met the requirements with a graceful, 

open and democratic facade of fan-like roofs, 

as much a sculpture as architecture, to entice 

people to move within and around it. Above 

all it spoke of a modern Australia, daring 

and cosmopolitan. The judges described 

it as ‘capable of becoming one of the great 

buildings of the world’.

 Turning concept into concrete, however, 

was a long and far from easy process. The 

Danish architect’s ‘inside out architecture’ was 

foreign to Australia, and realising his vision 

drove the invention of building techniques 

still used today. Utzon had intended the 

roofs as freestanding concrete shells mere 

centimetres thick but the materials of the day 

were unequal to the task. Making some of the 

earliest use of computers in structural analysis 

and design, it took three years and a dozen 

attempts to refine the shells into triangular 

sections of constant curve, raising the flatter, 

straighter shells of Utzon’s plan to the familiar 

vertical, rounded sails. In the same way, the 

glass walls, intended to fold back under the 

shells during performances, became curtain 

walls of glass encompassing the harbour view. 

 Even during construction, the interest in the 

striking complex was intense. Sydneysiders 

would flock to watch the shells taking shape 

and marvel at the already iconic building, 

whimsically described as frozen music, the 

sails of a galleon, a beached sea monster, or 

nuns playing football. It struck a deep chord 

with the public as a building that embodied 

the ideals of Modernism, and would propel 

Australia to prominence. 

 And they were not wrong, with the building 

quickly becoming known internationally. As 

the architect’s son Jan Utzon notes, in the 

1960s no one had anticipated the age of mass 

tourism that would expose the opera house to 

the world as ever more overseas passengers 

arrived on liners and jets. As Australia became 

a leading tourist destination, the image of the 

white sails pirouetting on the harbour became 

an instantly recognisable icon. By 2000, all it 

took was a single flick of paint tracing a saw-

toothed roofline, and the entire world knew 

which city was hosting the Olympic Games. 

 Even today, for every person attending a 

performance, another seven come to meet, 

eat, or simply take in the famous architecture 

that in 2007 received World Heritage listing, 

reported by the Committee as ‘one of the 

indisputable masterpieces of human creativity, 

not only in the 20th century but in the history 

of humankind’.

 Brook Turner, external relations director for 

the Sydney Opera House, describes its allure 

as ‘an extraordinary magic that expands from 

form combined with landscape. It’s a unique 

reference to place and identity that has become 

a theme that a lot of Australian art explores’. 
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 ‘The Opera House is unusual for a world 

icon. Rather than a political building or 

monument, it’s the only one that is a centre for 

the arts, a living cultural institution,’ Turner says. 

 The arts are of course the Opera House’s 

raison d’etre, and it was eager to get started. 

Even while under construction, concerts were 

staged for the thousands of workers on site, 

starting with Paul Robeson singing on the 

steps. The London Symphony Orchestra played 

in the unfinished shells and performances 

commenced before the official opening in 

1973 with Prokofiev’s War and Peace, Richard 

II by the Old Tote (later renamed the Sydney) 

Theatre Company, a thundering presentation 

of Wagner by the SSO and Sleeping Beauty by 

the Australian Ballet.

 Having a venue to house and perform 

both classic and new work went beyond 

entertainment and enlightenment: the Opera 

House became a place to develop new works 

by Australian composers, choreographers and 

playwrights, an emphasis that has continued to 

create a dialogue between classical works and 

contemporary Australian performances. As actor 

Hugo Weaving notes, ‘It was a crucible. It made 

Australian art important for the very first time’. 

 Unlike its historic counterparts, the Sydney 

Opera House was always conceived as a 

centre for the multiplicity of the arts. Turner 

takes well-deserved pride in the fact that 

the resident theatre, dance, symphonic, and 

opera companies that call the shells home 

are noted internationally for innovating and 

reinventing their art, ‘recognised for doing 

things in a way not seen before’. 

 This continual reinvention is practically 

a hallmark of the Opera House, refuting 

old-fashioned ideas of the institution as a 

cathedral for the elite. Daring experiments 

like Baz Luhrmann’s staging of La Boheme 

that succeeded in bringing the raw emotion of 

the opera to a new audience; Bangarra Dance 

Theatre’s placement of Indigenous storytelling 

at the heart of Australian culture; and the 

Sydney Symphony Orchestra being equally 

at home presenting Sibelius, Sondheim or 

Tori Amos, have been defining moments that 

cemented the Opera House as an accessible 

and relevant part of contemporary Australia. 

 Turner feels there is a mystique and prestige 

to the Opera House that drives a relentless 

pursuit of excellence. It’s no accident that 

conductor Stuart Challender, choreographer 
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Stanton Welch, Sir Robert Helpmann, David 

Williamson, John Bell, and above all La 

Stupenda, Dame Joan Sutherland – whose 

celebrated farewell gala in 1990 marked one 

of the Opera House’s landmark performances 

– became genuine household names not just 

in Australia, but internationally.

 But even beyond performance, the Opera 

House has inevitably become a focal point. 

As well as taking centre stage at historic 

celebrations or the annual New Year’s fireworks, 

it has seen events as diverse and quirky as 

Mr Olympia, the World’s Largest Lamington, 

and the massed nude photography of artist 

Spencer Tunick. Since 2009 the Lighting of 

the Sails has been the centrepiece to Sydney’s 

Vivid Festival, transforming the icon with 

interactive digital light sculptures in a dramatic 

illustration of how its presence has propelled 

Australian art to innovate, inspire, amaze and 

excel over four decades.

 Even more telling is the Opera House’s 

understated importance as the mise-en-

scene for Australia on the world stage, as it 

hosts dignitaries from Presidents to Popes, 

APEC leaders and war protestors, and 

heroes of the modern age including Nelson 

Mandela and Aung San Suu Kyi. And given 
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maserati is a marque that 

embodies passion, boldness and 

flair, all qualities synonymous 

with the opera house

With Maserati entering into a major 

partnership with the Sydney Opera House, 

two of the world’s great design icons have 

joined forces.

 Sydney Opera House CEO Louise Herron 

AM says that she was delighted to welcome 

Maserati as a new partner of the Opera House.

 ‘Maserati is a marque that embodies 

passion, boldness and flair, all qualities 

synonymous with the Opera House. It is a 

partnership driven by a shared commitment 

to inspiring the next generation through 

excellence and creativity,’ Ms Herron says.

 As part of the two-year agreement, 

Maserati has become the exclusive 

automotive partner of the Opera House as 

well as an official Opening Night sponsor 

and event partner of the annual All About 

Women Festival and the Summer at the 

House program.

 General Manager of Maserati Australia 

& New Zealand, Glen Sealey says that the 

collaboration celebrated superb performance 

and the power of inspirational design.

 ‘We are proud to be associated with an 

architectural masterpiece that represents 

Australia to the world,’ Sealey says.

 ‘With Maserati growing and finding new 

audiences, this partnership is a coming of 

age. We are keen to invest in the future of 

Australians by supporting education and 

scholarship programs at the Sydney Opera 

House,’ he says.

 In addition to partnering with the 

Opera House, Maserati also supports 

one of Australia’s finest performing arts 

organisations as a major sponsor of the  

world-renowned Australian Chamber 

Orchestra.  

www.sydneyoperahouse.com.au

Partners in excellence

Bennelong Point’s ancient heritage, it was 

the fitting site for the ceremonial gathering 

of Corroboree 2000, taking steps towards 

national Indigenous reconciliation.

 More recently, the popular Festival of 

Dangerous Ideas has added an important new 

dimension to the Opera House’s contribution 

to public discourse. Former Opera House 

CEO Richard Evans feels this new level of 

engagement, talking about subjects ‘too 

difficult to talk about’, fits the House’s original 

mission to inspire and improve, and is a 

natural outgrowth of the House and its site. 

 As Evans notes: ‘Something extraordinary 

happens at Bennelong Point. If you say 

something there, it goes much further and 

has more impact than if you were to say it 

anywhere else’.
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